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The Office of Special Projects (OSP) Is a new dimension
within the Economic Development Administration (EDA). The office
provides grants and loans to community-based organizations for
the purpose of job creation and job retention.
The purpose of this substantive paper Is to evaluate the
Office of Special Projects and determine whether It Is meeting
the requirements and criteria of an economic development organi¬
zation. I will present research and data concerning new and
Innovative concepts and theories on how to evaluate an economic
development program.
My results found OSP to be a very wellrounded and com¬
prehensive economic development program when comparing It to
my collected data and research. The major areas which OSP
seemed to be lacking were:
1. Funding to rural areas
2. Policies to ensure target-area residents acquire self¬
esteem, freedom and decreased vulnerability.
3. Policies to assure that non-economlc factors are evaluated.
Lastly, I will present research and a model on how to accomplish
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INTRODUCTION
The Office of Special Projects (OSP) Is a new dimension within
the Economic Development Administration (EDA). Any sizable organi¬
zation should have a department designed to be an advisory office
to the top management or President of that organization. Due to
low levels of living, low levels of productivity, high and rising
levels of unemployment and under-employment In sizable "pockets"
of our urban and rural areas, there Is a need, especially within
EDA, for an Office of Special Projects.
One reality which can not be overlooked. Is that the "Black
Economy" Is far from having It’s share of the "Great American Pie."
At this point, I could Indulge In expressing how the American Pie
became so massive or monetarily profitable, but this paper Is not
for that purpose. In this substantive paper, I will examine the
Office of Special Projects of EDA, and how It has contributed to¬
wards the economic development of this country, especially the
development of urban areas and economies which have long been over¬
looked and neglected. I will also present material and research
that redefines the traditional meaning of economic development and




During the 70's, government had to answer to the call of it's
urban neighborhoods. The economic revltlllzatlon of several
deteriorated city neighborhoods was of major concern. For such
neighborhoods with few economic assetsj development required sub¬
stantial resources to address a broad range of Interrelated needs:
The creation of large numbers of jobs with upward mobility potential;
attraction of capital business development; attraction of long-term
Investments for land aquisltlon and development; manpower training
and vocational educational funds and funds for programs which dealt
with social problems accompanying poverty.^
Due to the severity of the problems and magnitude of develop¬
ment needs, economic development in these areas required the close
coordination and Intergratlon of resources from a variety of groups;
the city government, neighborhood residents, merchants and private
sector Investors.
The Office of Special Projects was established within the
Economic Development Administration In June of 1977 as a principal
staff office to the Assistant Secretary of EDA. Under the direct¬
or ship of Mr. Curtis R. McCllnton, the former president of the
Kansas City Black Economic Union, OSP was to provide advice and
direction for the development and Implementation of Innovative
economic development programs; provide assistance to selected urban
areas and develop and Implement strategies, procedures and pro¬
jects dealing with special areas such as the Mexlcan-Amerlcan border
regions, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, and other special groups
Identified by OSP and/or the Assistant Secretary.
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The Washington (HGTS) OSP works in conjunction with its region¬
al OSP/EDA offices. Although most proj’ects, after receiving en¬
dorsement by OSP/EDA will be processed in the Region, they must be
reviewed in Washington (HGTS). The Washington office is also re¬
sponsible to identify and develop projects of national significance
and develop projects that can serve as demonstrations and have multi-
state or national scope.
Due to personal Interest, I will direct considerable attention
to what Impact OSP has had on Black Americans. Also, because
approximately 70^ of OSP’s projects have been awarded to Black
community-based organizations, it is not appropriate for Black
organizations and OSP’s impact on them to be a focal point of my
discussion.
Dualism in America
An aspect of American social and economic life which OSP/EDA
addresses and is designed to alleviate, is the concept of dualism.
Dualism is a concept widely discussed in development economics. It
represents the existence and persistence of Increasing divergences
between rich and poor nations or peoples on various level. Specifi¬
cally, dualism embraces four (4) major elements:^
1. Different sets or conditions in which some are "superior”
and others "inferior" can coexist in a given space at the
same time. Such as in our urban cities where many middle
and upper Income condominium dwellers co-exist with persons
nearing or at the poverty level.
2. This co-existence is chronic and not merely transitional.
It is not due to a temporary phenomenon which with time,
will eliminate the discrepancy between "superior" and "in¬
ferior" elements.
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3. The degrees of ”superlorty" or "Inferiority" not only
falls to show any sign of rapidly diminishing; they have
an Inherant tendency to Increase. A prime example Is that
the gap between Black and White unemployment rates In¬
crease? every year.
4. The Interrelations between the "superior" and "Inferior"
elements are such that the existence of the superior
element does little or nothing to pull up the "Inferior."
In fact. It may actually push It down, to develop Its
underdevelopment.
Redefining Development I.
In strictly economic terms, development for the past two decades,
has meant the capacity of a national economy, whose Initial economic
condition has been more or less static for a long time, to generate
and sustain an annual Increase In Its gross national product (GNP)
at rates of perhaps 5 to 7 percent or more. An alternative common
economic index of development has been the use of rates of growth
of per capita GNP to take into account the ability of a nation to
expand It’s output at a rate faster than the growth of it’s popu¬
lation. Levels and rates of growth of "real" per capita GNP are
typically used to measure In a broad sense, the overall "economic"
well-being of a populatlon-that Is, how much of real goods and
services are available for consumption and Investment for the aver¬
age citizen.3
Economic development has In the past also been typically seen
In terms of the planned alteration In the structure of production
and employment, so that agriculture’s share In both declines, where¬
as that of the manufacturing and service industries Increase.
Development strategies, therefore, have usually focused on rapid
urban Industrialization, often at the expense of agriculture and
rural development. Finally, these principal economic measures of
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development were often supplemented by casual reference to and
general acceptance of non-economic social indicators: gains in
literacy, schooling, health conditions and services, provision of
housing, etc.^
But on the whole, development in the 1950's and 1960's was
nearly always seen as an economic phenomenon in which rapid gains in
overall and per capita GNP growth would either "trickle down" to
the masses in the form of jobs and other economic opportunities, or
create the necessary conditions for the wider distribution of the
economic and social benefits of growth. Problems of poverty, un¬
employment and Income distribution were of secondary Importance to
getting the "growth job done."^
Unfortunately, during the era of the 1950's and 1960’s when the
United States was experiencing overall growth, the levels of living
of the masses of people remained for the most part unchanged, sig¬
nalling that something was very wrong with the narrow definition of
development. An increasing number of economist and policy-makers
worked for the "dethronement of GNP" and the elevation of direct
attacks on widespread absolute poverty, increasingly inequitable in¬
come distributions and the spector of rising unemployment. In short,
economic development was redefined in terms of the reduction or
elimination of poverty, inequality and unemployment within the con¬
text of a growing economy.^ EDA/0SP*s objectives and goals are to
answer many of the above Issues. One of the many positive aspects
of OSP's program is that community-based organizations which
receive OSP funds must provide jobs or other direct economic bene¬
fits to chronically disadvantaged population groups within their
target area. This stipulation will assure that Incomes earned will
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be by residents of the target community and that business develop¬
ments will grow within that community, and thus reduce the possi¬
bility of dualism. One major problem with many development pro¬
jects thus far Is displaced Incomes. The money earned by an organi¬
zation or agency would benefit those living 50 miles away from the
target area and therefore not allow the target community to gain the
monetary benefits of the businesses profits and endeavors.
The Neighborhood Roundtable
I would like at this time to present the conclusions that the
Neighborhood Roundtable compiled on the limitations urban areas and
community organizations have had with capital Investment and
financial resource allocation.
The Neighborhood Roundtable was composed of neighborhood
advocates from the federal, state, local and community levels. The
findings of the neighborhood roundtable pinpointed both programmatic
and systemic fallings as shown below:
Disinvestment constituted the number one problem defined by
the Neighborhood Roundtable. Millions of dollars have been lost In
Investments and hundreds of thousands of residents have been
leaving major cities since the early 1950’s. No city can sustain
high levels of service, a good educational system and a strong
economy amid such severe losses. Because of that, housing abandon¬
ment was rampant, neighborhood maintenance declined and the level of
public service dropped.
The second half of the disinvestment problem exist In the
barriers to Investment In urban areas. There’s difficulty In
assembling suitable parcels of land, obstacles to capital accumu-
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latlon, high central city taxes, high utility rates, lack of
security and a growth policy biased In favor of suburban develop¬
ment, Added to these are the number of well-publicized myths.
These Include that: all urban neighborhoods are declining; crime
Is uncontrollable In all urban neighborhoods; and that city re¬
sidents are too Incompetent to participate In government decisions
that affect their lives. These myths contribute to urban decline.
It Is argued that neighborhood residents need help combating
these real and Imaginary problems. The myths need to be erased,
and additional jobs, services and Investments need to be Improved.
In addition, there Is a need to obtain an Interest In those target
areas.
A second problem the Neighborhood Roundtable pinpointed was
that there are no positive Incentives for neighborhoods to build
community structures or a sense of community. With so many forces
working against the neighborhood community. It Is particularly
Important for neighborhoods to take and active role In their own
revitalization. For years, city residents watched as their deposits
to
In local financial Institutions were used / finance capital and
housing developments In the suburbs. Similar development was
needed In older areas but was denied, at least In part, because of
redlining. In addition, neighborhoods would benefits from govern¬
ment policy that encourages, or at least does not Inhibit local
entrepreneurship.
A third problem revealed by the Neighborhood Roundtable was
lack of financial resources. The lack of community resources has
led many neighborhood groups to spend most of their resources
raising sufficient funds for simple projects like publishing a news-
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paper. Low family Incomes make it hard for neighborhoods to gain
financial support and because most of the local merchants live
elsewhere, they too have little reason to get Involved. Neighbor¬
hood groups need money for organization, support for programs and
greater Involvement of the private sector.
A fourth problem revealed through the Neighborhood Roundtable
was lack of Information, education and human services. Residents
are always hampered by red tape and a confusing bureaucracy. Re¬
sidents often do not understand government mechanisms and therefore
must overcome a severe information gap.
A fifth problem pinpointed was distrust and lack of confidence
In neighborhood groups by bureaucracies which leads to lack of
political clout. In part this stems from the adversarial nature
of most local government neighborhood group Interactions. Neighbor¬
hood residents, excluded from the Initial states of the planning
process, often have organized themselves to block local government
Initiatives after the plans have been drawn. But frequently, the
citizen opposition has been a direct result of lack of cooperation
by policy makers who distrust neighborhood groups and lack con¬
fidence In the ability of neighborhood groups to participate
positively In city government.
A sixth problem mentioned was Insensitivity of bureaucrats:
red tape. Red tape and Insensitivity of bureaucrats Intensify the
other problems and further limit the ability of neighborhood groups
to participate In the decision-making process by giving outsiders
the run-around and frustrating those who try to get Involved.
Government regulations have become so complicated that bureaucrats
view involvement with neighborhoods as an additional Impediment to
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policy formulation. Neighborhoods need a means of cutting through
red tape and an opportunity to Interact with policy-makers at
all levels.
The final problem Identified by the Neighborhood Roundtable was
too little participation by neighborhoods In the declslon-maklng
process. Citizen participation requirements pertain to major
public developments, but not the dally activities of government.
However, even when citizen Input Is solicited. It Is often done
after decisions have been made. In the past, neighborhood
associations have only had a chance of asserting after-the-fact
veto power over certain projects. Rarely In the bureaucratic
system does one find an advocate for nelgnborhood groups who can
help them wade through red tape and fight the structural biases
against neighborhood action.
Most of the Issues that the neighborhood roundtable discussed
are covered and promoted In OSP's program policies and objectives.
OSP Program Policies and Objectives
n
OSP's objectives are:° to restore or substantially Improve
the employment standard of the residents of the target program
areas; To assist local organizations and/or government to develop
or Implement comprehensive economic development strategies In the
absence of/or coordinated with broader area activities to directly
benefit residents; and/or to supplement and foster the development
capacities of local organizations/government In order to Improve
their ability to plan and coordinate local programs to Improve
economic conditions and to address the employment needs of area
residents' and/or to provide financial assistance for the construct-
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ion or renovation of facilities which will enhance private sector
Investment or retention of firms which provide employment oppor-r
tunltles, or to support upgrading or retention of commercial
activity needed to stabilize local economies and neighborhoods,
OSP Is designed to, among other things, encourage and stimulate
participation of Federal and local government, labor, private
businesses, community groups and Individual citizens; Increases
opportunities for minorities and the unemployed, low Income and
other disadvantaged groups; strengthen and preserve the economic
base of selected targeted areas; and address the cycle of economic
and physical decline or stagnation in urban neighborhoods and
special rural areas.^
In order for an organization to be eligible for assistance It
must fit the following criteria:
Neighborhoods must be in eligible or designated places with
high unemployment and/or low Incomes. This can Include low Income
or high unemployment urban neighborhoods or "pockets of poverty" In
otherwise healthy cities; rural communities or groups of communities
related by geography, economy, problems and potential solutions;
eligible or designated areas having an existing neighborhood-based
organization with staff which plans, coordinates or carries out
an economic development strategy for the general benefit of neigh¬
borhood residents; and/or Economic Development Districts (EDD) when
they are representative of special groups and areas of distress
and high unemployment; and where that EDD In conjunction with a
community-based, non-profit organization, plans and Implements pro¬
ject acltlvltles.
The selection framework to determine eligible urban neighbor-
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hoods and special rural area projects Is based on Need, Preparedness,
Conformity, and Content.
Need Is determined by two of the five factors listed below
being:
Unemployment rate and number of unemployed urban neighborhood
and special rural area residents. In addition, stagnant employ¬
ment growth and low labor force participation characteristics de¬
fine program area need; In the worse cases, a high or worsening
unemployment rate and/or a large number of unemployed Is often
associated with similar characteristics for the surrounding city
or area; underemployment resulting from technological or other
changes which renders certain specific jobs as useless or "dead¬
end"; low or relatively decreasing income levels of project area
residents. In the worst cases, the Income characteristics of a low
Income growth rate coupled with a high rate of transfer payment;
slow growth or decline of the urban neighborhood and special rural
area commercial and Industrial sector characterized by Increased
business failure or relocation, insufficient retail service firms
to satisfy the needs of local residents, reduced or non-existent
modernization or expansion of existing firms; low or deteriorating
acceptable standard of living factors. Deteriorating housing with
low levels of modernization and new construction (no Investment),
high levels of crime. Inadequate education facilities and services
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and Inadequate public services.
To determine preparedness one of the following factors should
be present to determine institutional capacity and preparedness:
Local non-governmental institutional capacity within the urban
neighborhood and special rural area (there should be a local
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economic development organization capable of planning and imple¬
menting economic development programs and activities). Organi¬
zations should possess: An active board of directors, representing
a wide range of community, local government, organized labor and
private sector Interest; strong ties to and relationship with the
Overall Economic Development Plan (OEDP) committee and it’s work
with it’s own investment strategy and it's job creatlon/job deve¬
lopment plan that supports the current OEDP; active leadership
role in local economic development activities over a reasonable
period of time sufficient to demonstrate their capacity; active
leadership role in a variety of successful local economic develop¬
ment activities including planning, financing, construction, man¬
power training, etc.; demonstrated ability to undertake creative
and Innovative economic development activity which logically and
successfully follows-on to previous efforts. This can be partially
demonstrated by the organization’s ability to gain organizational
and financial support from a variety of related resources includ¬
ing foundations, other local and Federal agencies, etc.; strong
executive director leadership, which Includes knowledge of and a
working ability in all of the major aspects of economic development,
excellent contacts and working relationships with appropriate
public and private sector agencies; and an experienced and full
time organizational staff.
Conformity basically means compliance with EDA/OSP’s policies
and procedures.
Content Includes two factors:
Cost of project. The cost of the project must be reasonable,
given the number of anticipated employment opportunities and the
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significance of the project to the longer term strategy of the
organization. The amount and variety of participation by the other
(non-EDA) funding sources must reflect maximum local Involvement.
Employment Impact. The project must result In an acceptable per¬
manent or, depending on the type of project Involved, temporary
employment Impact, particularly for the residents of the project
l4area.^
One further criteria used to weigh a project's acceptability
Is the Overall Economic Development Plan. The OEDP Is designed for
use by cities In the preparation of an economic development stra¬
tegy to meet requirements. The guidelines reflect a commitment by
EDA and HUD to facilitate the design and Implementation of local
economic development strategies that are consistent with and com¬
plementary to neighborhood revitalization and housing strategies
and that will provide a framework for the coordinated programming
of a vallable strategies that are consistent with an complementary
to neighborhood revitalization and housing strategies and that will
provide a framework for the coordinated programming of available
Federal, State, and local resources to address more effectively
IS
the problems of urban economic distress.
The OEDP consist of the Three Year Plan which should Include:
1. A list of the leading sectors of economy and related area
dependence on those sectors; export base; labor force
characteristics; Infrastructure; and capital availability.
Data pertaining to: out-mlgratlon of commercial and
Industrial facilities; bankruptsy rates; substandard/
vacant commercial and Industrial properties; population
loss; and unemployment or underemployment rates.
2.
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3. Assessment of development potentials and opportunities;
capital availability (public and private); infra¬
structure and natural resource assets; development
institutions; private sector activities; and public
sector programs.
4. Statement of economic development goals.
5. Description of objectives and related long and short
term strategies.
6. Tabular presentation of projects and activities pro¬
posed to be funded during the three year period.
7. Description of criteria that the city will use to
evaluate effectiveness of projects and activities in
achieving goals and objectives.
8. Annual Program. The annual program should provide a
brief review of activities undertaken during the pre¬
vious year and a description of projects and activities
to be funded during the current Federal fiscal year.
9. HUD/CDBG Basic Program requirements. All projects and
activities must either principally benefit low and mod¬
erate Income persons, or aid in the prevention or
elimination of slums and blight or meet other community
development needs having a particular urgency.10.HUD/CDBG Citizen Participation Requirement.
Review of Neighborhood Roundtable Findings and PSP’s Objectives
Referring back to the conclusions and findings of the Neigh¬
borhood Roundtable, it would seem as if OSP covered all of the
Roundtables concerns. Due to the fact that OSP has only been in
existence for two years, it is unfortunate that the results of their
funding endeavors can not be measures. Most of their first year
projects have not completed a full term of operation, therefore
monthly progress reports are the major tool that OSP can refer to
concerning project effectiveness and successfulness. The five OSP
(1978) projects listed below will give a slight indication of the
direction OSP was moving towards during its first year of operation:
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1. Opportunity Industrialization Center, Philadelphia, Pa.
This was the local Philadelphia chapter for a national organization
known for it's activities in manpower training. This chapter, with
assistance from Reverend Leon Sullivan and the national staff,
was beginning to lay the economic development framework for a
section of Philadelphia which was characterized by an unusually
high unemployment rate (9,7^) and low median family incomes. In
developing the economic growth strategy for this area. QIC was to
use its relationship with the OEDP Committee and the City of
Philadelphia to create approaches which would maximize the ongoing,
and parallel efforts of those organizations as well as the private
sector activities.
2. Calexico Community Action Council, Calexico, California.
The Southwest Border in California, Calexico, is characterized by
long-term underdevelopment as opposed to some locations (parti¬
cularly in the East) which deteriorated from previous Improved
levels of economic status. This organization was created in re¬
sponse to earlier Interest by the communities residents to Improve
the job and Income generating activity within the area. Early
organizational support came from city and county revenue as well
as financial support from the Dept, of Labor and the Office of
Minority Business Enterprise. The Calexico Community Action
Council progressed to the point where it was active in construct¬
ion and the location of tenants. Given the previous agricultural-
based economy of Calexico, a community of 13,000 people, the in¬
dustrial park represents a needed effort in the diversification of
the area’s economy.
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3. Paso Del Norte CDC El Paso, Texas
The south El Paso area was comprised of approximately 125,000
people with an unemployment rate of 5.9^ and the median family In¬
come of $4,680. Based upon the level of distress, this area was
one of the highest priority areas of the EDA Southwestern Regional
Office. The Paso Del Norte Community Development Corporation
hoard of directors Included city councllmen, the Mayor of El Paso,
businessmen, bankers and area residents.
4. Unlon-Sarah Economic Development Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri,
The Unlon-Sarah area was one of the most distressed areas In St.
Louis with an unemployment rate of approximately 12^ and approxi¬
mately one-half of the households with a median family Income of less
than $6,000. The Unlon-Sarah organization had been active In
economic development efforts since the late 1960’s and was viewed
as a "mature" economic development organization with excellent
working relations with the city government, the private sector and
the community residents. The scope and diversity of It’s activities
(housing medical care. Industrial and commercial activity) were
successful and well accepted In the community.
5. Minnesota Valley Growers Development Corporation, Appleton, Minn.
The Minnesota Valley Growers Development Corporation was a cooperative,
formed and operated by the area farmers. The area was adversely
affected economically by the closing of a beet processing plant which
resulted In the loss of 250 to 300 direct full-time jobs and over
1,000 part-time jobs. EDA was seeking to assist the area In finding
alternative generating activities and assisting the farmers In
finding suitable processing alternatives for the sugar beet pro¬
duction In the area. This organization had the support of the State
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of Minnesota, the U.S. Dept, of Argrlculture, the City of Appleton
and the OEDP Committee.
OSP, In It's first year of operation, worked to Involve
participation of the private sector and other Federal Agencies
In targeting Investment to areas and people experiencing long¬
term economic need. Three such ventures were:
1. The funding of Capital Access Centers to make capital avail¬
able for employment-generating projects conducted by local non¬
profit, non-government, community-based organizations and to
businesses operating In distressed areas served by these organi¬
zations. The goal was to provide sufficient local equity capital
to support financial packages essential to economic development.
Two Capital Access Centers received EDA financial assistance dur¬
ing OSP's first year of operation. They were the Inner-city
Business Improvement Forum of Detroit, Michigan and the Delta Pace
Foundation of Mississippi. The Detroit Center's EDA grant enabled
It to actually make capital available; while the Mississippi Center
used Its EDA grant for capacity building essential to the establish
ment of an on-golng program financial assistance.
2. The establishment of an Economic Development Academy to pro¬
vide training to a variety of local community leaders, especially
those directing the activities of organizations not utilizing wide-
ranging economic development resources and talents. EDA extended
a grant to Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America, Inc.
for the preparation of a clrrlculum and the establishment of an Aca
demy of Economic Development Training. OIC worked with the
National Council for Urban Economic Development In the preparation
of the curriculum.
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3. The establishment of the Financial Roundtable to provide a
forum for public and private sector Investors to evaluate potential
local economic development projects and to Increase private-sector
Investment in special proj’ect areas.
In 1978, EDA made grants for Roundtable programs to be con¬
ducted by; The Neighborhood Institute of Chicago, Illinois, in¬
volving revitalization strategies for neighborhoods.
The Academy of Contemporarty Problems of Columbus, Ohio, for
the American Insurance Council, encouraging Investments by insur¬
ance companies In local economic development proj'ects.
The American Association of Minority Enterprise Small Business
Investment Corporation of Washington, D.C.
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Manpower Education Institute of New York City, New York,
to encourage Investment of labor union pension funds in local
economic development proj'ects.
The three ventures mentioned above were to support planning In
order to negate factors which could contribute to disinvestment.
The capltol access centers were to ensure that capital was readily
available within the center's target areas and develop ongoing
financial assistance programs. These Incentives add support to
neighborhoods In acquiring financial packaging. The QIC Economic
Development Academy will assure that community leaders and directors
get proper and comprehensive training In the area of economic deve¬
lopment, thus allowing community leaders to acquire substantial
knowledge in economic development and take a more active role in
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determining their communities development.
All of these ventures should stimulate financial Investment and
growth In the target community and give the community-based organi¬
zations political and economic clout. Whether these goals are met.
Is the question which must be answered.
Thus far, I have given an overview of OSP*s goal, mission,
objectives, history, and some of Its projects ventures. With this
background knowledge, I want to present another perspective which
will review the meaning of development and open a new dimension
for OSP to possibly intergrate Into their program format.
Redefining Development II
Professor Dudley Seers who wrote "The Meaning of Development",
Eleventh World Conference of the Society for International Develop¬
ment questions the meaning of development when he asserts that*
The questions to ask about a country's development are: What
has been happening to poverty? What has been happening to employ¬
ment? What has been happening to Inequality? If all these have
declined from high levels, then beyond a doubt this has been a
"j ^
period of development.'^ If one or two of these central problems
have been growing worse, especially If all three have. It would be
strange to call the result development, even if per capita Income
doubled!
Professor Denis Goulet, In his book, "The Cruel Choice" A Mew
Concept In the Theory of Development, revealed three basic components
or core values, which should serve as a conceptual basis and practi¬
cal guideline for understanding the inner meaning of development.
These core values are: llfe-sustencance, self-esteem and freedom.
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Life sustenance - Economic development Is a necessary con¬
dition for the Improvement In the 'quality' of life which leads
to development. Without sustained and continuous economic
progress at the Individual, as well as the societal level, the
realization of the human potential would not be possible. Rising
per capita Incomes, the elimination of poverty, greater employ¬
ment opportunities and the lessening of Income Inequalities, there¬
fore constitute the necessary, but not the sufficient conditions
for 'development'.
Self-esteem - a sense of worth and self respect. Professor
Goulet states: The relevant point Is that underdevelopment Is the
lot of the majority of the world's population, as long as esteem
or respect Is dispensed on grounds other than material achievement.
It Is possible to resign oneself to poverty without feeling dis¬
dained. Conversely, once the prevailing Image of the better life
Includes material welfare as one of Its essential Ingredients, It
becomes difficult for the materially underdeveloped to fell re¬
spected or esteemed.
Freedom - The advantage of economic growth Is not that wealth
Increases happiness, but that It Increases the range of human choice.
Wealth will enable woman/man to gain greater control over nature
and her/his physical environment than If he/she remained poor. It
gives freedom to choose greater leisure, to have more goods and
services or to deny the Importance of these material wants and live
a life of spiritual contemplation.
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Review of OSP and Its Relationship to Development
All of these factors mentioned thus far should always be a
priority when planning and implementing an economic development
program. Through review of OSP*s written material and pure on-site
observations, many of the non-economlc factors (life-sustenance,
self-esteem, freedom) mentioned by Professor Goulet, are not incor¬
porated in OSP's program plan. Unfortunately, it is difficult in
the U.S. for any government economic development agency to have
policies aimed at answering the issue of life-sustenance, self¬
esteem and freedom. The question to ask is - If capita Income
doubles due to job creation and retention, but lack of life-
sustenance, freedom and self-esteem still exist, then has 'true'
development taken place?
In order for this dimension of thought to be internalized,
community Involvement must be an on-going process. Community-
based organizations which are funded must be representative of the
community it professes to serve. Community organizations must be
monitored to assure that private individual's Interests are not
fostered. Grants and loans administered to community-based organi¬
zations (CBO's) must not be utilized purely for staffing and adminis¬
trative purposes. Economic development should lead to community
Involvement and community-resident benefits proportionate to the
grant allocation. An example of this though would be a comparison
between the criteria used for a business to claim it is minority-
owned and the criteria in funding a community-based organization
claiming to serve the needs of severely economically depressed
people. A minority-owned business is at least 51^ owned and ope¬
rated by the target minority group. This same criteria should be
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used to address the community-based organization claiming to repre¬
sent a economically distress population. No less than 51^ of the
profits should return to the target community and It's residents.
Capital Placement
Another point to be weighed is that claimed by Stephen
Mlchelson In his paper Community Based Development In Urban Areas.
Below are some of the thoughts and Ideas of Mr. Mlchelson stated
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In his research: Mr. Mlchelson asks whether the capital place¬
ment procedures accepted by a community, city, state or nation
are correct. Successful uses of capital generate more opportunties,
as losers are systematically weeded out. The market's criterion
for "good decisions" Is clear—a return to the capital (sufficient
to replace It), and leave a surplur. Saying the system Is close
to "perfect". Is saying that It Is able to make good decisions most
of the time. Capital goes where It makes a high private return.
To Interfere with the capital market requires at least one of
two positions:
The capital market Is not perfect. Capital funds do not go
where they make the highest return.
A perfect capital market does not allocate capital correctly.
Capital funds should not go where they have the highest return.
Anyone willing to argue for a different capital placement pro¬
cedure, which Is what a development policy requires, must be-willing
to argue that some current capital placement decisions, either
where capital goes or what form It takes, are wrong. Thus, capital
decisions made under a development policy must, at least, be
different from those made by "capitalists," and they should, by
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some criterion be better. They can be better, but only if current
allocations are wrong. And the capital market can be wrong, either
because it falls to follow its own rules (and other institutions
could do better), or because it’s rules, when followed, do not
maximize social welfare.
The Cost of Production
There are two kinds of costs of production: monetary and non¬
monetary^ these are by and large substitutable.
Obviously, the perfect capital market would be ’perfect’ at
making decisions based on internal monetary cost. Just as obviously,
communities often get upset about external costs, both monetary and
non-monetary. To the extent that a community is also the workforce,
then Internal non-monetary costs are also an issue. But one of the
phenomena of the modern city is that, the residential community and
the firm’s work force are seldom close enough to being the same
people, therefore, the organization won’t worry about all the costs.
Thus, unions and communities, despite some overlap, often see them¬
selves as opposed. Both are trying to pressure the company to spend
money, one on benefits to workers, the other on reduction of exter¬
nal costs.
The conceptual difference between internal-monetary cost and
total cost creates the possibility that minimizing one does not
minimize the other. One could, and should, go through the same
kind of analysis for benefits. Given the conversion between mone¬
tary, and to some extent between Internal and external costs and
benefits, actions to minimize Internal monetary costs or maximize
Internal benefit are unlikely to minimize total costs or maximize
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total benefit.
One more Important point must be made about the limited view of
"cost" which the capital market considers. Accounting systems have
been devised as an aid to business, particularly as an aid to
declslon-maklng by managers of private capital. Since the only
costs those managers care about are Internal and monetary, these
are the only costs which appear In standard accounting systems.
When a government development program adopts standard accounting
procedures. It Is biasing all decisions against those which would
differ from private capital decision.
A categorization of market failures
Below are define, four kinds of market failures relevant to
considering the function of community groups In capital placement.
1. Market Failure 1 (MFl) occurs when the capital market fails to
place capital where It makes a maximum internal-monetary re¬
turn, through Ignorance of the opportunity.
2. Market Failure 2 (MF2) occurs when the capital market does
maximize Internal-monetary return, but by other criteria
(l.e. external cost) the capital allocation Is "wrong."
3. Market Failure 3 (MF3) occurs when the capital market is aware
of opportunities to Increase It's Internal-monetary return,
but Is constrained from doing so.
4. Market Failure 4 (MF4) occurs when the capital, whether
maximizing only Internal-monetary return or social return, given
the resources available to it, falls to produce the return
it would, without additional cost, through a change In some
legal form such as ownership-control.
An analysis of which market failures, or what combination of
failures. Is occurlng In a particular urban area Is vital to deter¬
mination of corrective policies. I will provide evidence that com¬
munity groups have no advantage In correcting MFl. Community groups
have a definite advantage In correcting MF2, but because this
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failure Implies deficit finance, a plan for subsidization must
accompany community efforts to overcome MF2. MF3 usually requires
some governmental powers, especially planning and land acquisition,
but on the one hand It Is easy to claim that MF3 is the problem,
while falling to see that its solution creates a MF2 situation.
Urban renewal did this. Local governments are empowered and
mandated to act in MF3 situations, but when they do so to the
detriment of community residents, an argument can be made for
community group involvement. Under MF4, capital owners are not
constrained by size or laws from putting a package together which
they know would produce a maximum return. This Imperfection says
the wrong people own the capital, from the point of view of bring¬
ing out resources which do not want to work (or don't want to
maximize productivity) for current capital owners. The failures
themselves ask for examination of proposed solutions to urban
underdevelopment. In terms of the relevant actors in a development
plan. It suggests that participants in a project should acquire
some of the benefits of ownership. This Is clearly community con¬
trol If "community” Is appropriately defined. Even under more
common definitions, there may be a role uniquely played by community
groups In redressing Market Failure 4.
Community based groups
These,four market failures are just an expansion of the prin¬
ciple that a claim of error in capital allocation must either assert
an Imperfect capital market according to Its own rules, or assert
that It's rules, however perfectly carried out, create the wrong
results. The task now is to look at community-based groups (CBG's)
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and ask where their activities fit into this catergorization of
market failures. I will briefly run. through some of the kinds of
groups which fit under the general title CBG; CDC’s, co-ops,
worker-owned firms. One other movement should be added: the movement
for decentralized government, or neighborhood government. Clearly
MF3 will lead to considering what kinds of governmental powers
might best be exercized at what levels of government.
The other gap is an accounting system with which communities
and potential funding sources could agree on the social benefits
provided by the groups activities. If community groups attack
Market Failure 2 problems, an accounting system is requlrd to de-■
termlne if the gain is greater than the cost. The accounting
system exists to do just that for MFl situations. It only half
exists for MF3 situations, which is why large projects often do so
much harm to specific populations. It does not satisfactorily
describe MF4 situations.
The heart of the argument is that community groups have no
advantage in solving Market Failure 1. They do have an advantage
in solving Market Failure 2, because costs, external to the firm,
are Imposed on the community. Community groups naturally Include
these costs in their calculations, or would if there were an account¬
ing system and reward system for doing so. A development plan has
to understand what failures there are, in what amount and find the
best institutional arrangements to solve them. The Special Impact
Program (SIP) has implicitly chosen to see the problem as dominated
by MFl. It stands as an important example of exactly the wrong ap¬
proach to community-based groups. I will present the thought that
SIP administrators are asking CDC's to solve MFl problems, and
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that by this standard, they are overwhelmingly failures.
The Special Impact Programs's Rules
The rules of the Special Impact Program are very simple. They
are found In CSA Instruction 6158-I, effective November 3j 1975.
One might ask what the rules were for the first seven years of the
program, but I think the history of Instruction 6158-I, which I
will not go Into here, would indicate that this was very much a for¬
malization of rules already In effect, as agreed to, by and large,
by the CDC’s as well as the administering agency. One could argue
that the CDC’s were formed and supported so they would agree with
these rules, but that Is just redistributing blame, which Is not
of much Interest.
The Instruction says the program shall be considered ’’essenti¬
ally a demonstration program” since the funding, which has never
reached $50 million a year, hardly indicates a national development
effort. CDC’s fund t.wo types of ventures: business and social.
The social ventures are expected to require continued subsidy,
though a good deal of emphasis Is placed on getting that from other
federal programs. Business ventures are expected to be self-suffi¬
cient. That Is, even If they don’t make money, they should not
lose It. Thus, ’’business ventures,” which are clearly the bulk of
ventures, have a minimum private Internal return of zero.
The Instruction describes profit ’’optimization” In vague
language, which does at least recognize that there are community
benefits which might not show up on Income statements. But If you
are not going to profit, say so up front, and say what benefits
you will provide for the community In place of profits. Though
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these are the ways you can play the game, the way It should be
played Is clearly stated:
Although it is appropriate for a given GDC to have
a mix of venture types, the priority over the short
term should be on business ventures. Moreover, among
business ventures the priority over the short term should
be on profit maximization, rather than optimization.
The Instruction concludes by noting that although other benefits,
such as employment and human development, are nice things to have,
the GDC Is really not expected to do much about all that.
There Is really no question that, though the language Is de¬
signed to cover a multitude ot sins. Market Failure 1 Is assumed.
There are Internal monetary return opportunities out there, exactly
the kinds of returns the private capital market looks for. Find
those opportunities, follow good business practices, and your
community will develop.
The rol'e of community groups In urban development
My view of the requisites for a successful urban development
policy Is obvious at this point. The first task Is to define the
problem In terms of the failure of traditional capital allocating
mechanisms to put capital where we apparently agree It should go.
If we conclude that there are currently desirable activities which
are also profitable opportunities of feasible size, then we need
to find the people who know about the opportunities, and finance
and assist them. Thus, whether community groups would be good finan¬
ciers of enterpreneurlal development under MFl Is an open question.
But, community groups seem to have no, advantage In.dolng, It them-j-v/
selves.
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Looking at the failures, we may conclude that the scale neces¬
sary for urban development Is too large for private enterprise, or
that even If private enterprise would be willing to undertake a
massive scheme, there would be legal or political difficulties.
Cities themselves ought to plan and develop large land areas, and
city planning departments say they are doing just that. Yet,
certain neighborhoods seem systemetlcally to be neglected. MF3
situations call for some Interference with ordinary market pro¬
cesses. The argument for community Involvement with MP3 situations,
however. Is the failure of city government, not the failure of the
market.
How to Internalize external costs, how to monetize non-mone-
tary costs Is well known. Only the federal government can success¬
fully finance such Internalization, If capital Is free to move to
places where nJb need not bear these costs.
Conclusions
I have read a number of program reviews, and am almost disap¬
pointed at the vagueness of the conclusions offered. For example,
consider this review of the Model Cities Program.
Rather than discouraging the emergence of new structures,
with new constituencies and new methods, we should encourage
them by allocating a part of the federally funded program
budgets explicitly for new organizations. Including client
organizations, which seek to develop radical as well as less
radical alternatives to present agency structures and programs.
A call for project Innovation puts the burden of thought on others,
giving no reason other than differentness to fund a project. It
demonstrates a failure to define the problem. Once defined as a
series of related problems, "development" will lend Itself to
analysis. One task of the analysis Is to relate the structure and
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Incentive systems operating within an Institution to the goals that
institution Is expected to attain. We should begin to see that
certain kinds of Institutions do some things well, and should be
asked to do those things when they are needed. Entrepreneurs will
take care of MPl situations If there Is finance and training avail¬
able. Participant-owner groups will bring forth more resources
than under traditional ownership. Community groups can articulate
the costs Imposed on them from ordlnarly production decisions, in¬
cluding the decision of capital to leave the area. But, without
an accounting system to measure these costs, and the reduction in
them from the group's activities, there is no way to monitor the
group and reward it's success.
A development program is a capital placement program. An
institutional incentive analysis based on market failure analysis
can bring about rational support of the correct institutions to
solve identified problems. Correct placement of capital in
central cities Involves a combination of entrepreneurial finance,
large scale redevelopment projects with substantial community
groups involvement, community group direction of capital to solve
cases where external and non-monetary costs of traditional pro¬
duction are large, and participant ownership. A program which first
identified the extent of the four market failures outlined above
would then have to select proper institutions to fund, monitor these
institutions, and create Incentive systems for their behavior.
The above study by Stephen Mlchelson gives Insight into the
many problems communities and community organizations have when
trying to Increase capital and at the same time address the many
non-economlc factors and variables within a community. The four (4)
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types of market failures should be identified by OSP, so that some
non-economlc variables such as life-sustenance, self-esteem, and
freedom may be identified.
1979 Grantees
I will now present a portion of the projects funded by OSP
for fiscal year 1979. In fiscal year 1979, OSP expended $50.4
million; $37.4 million of which went to Black organizations. Black
Peoples Unity Movement located in Camden, New Jersey, received a
$1,888,000 public works grant to aid in the construction of a 20-
acre inner city industrial park. The goal of the park is to help
reverse the out-migration of it’s Industry that has plagued the City
of Camden for the past three decades. Other monies supporting this
effort Include $472,000 in local funds. The proj’ect will create
765 new permanent jobs in an area that has a minority population
of 24.8 percent and an unemployment rate 9.6 percnet.
Afro-Lecon, Inc., a Black-owned firm which manufactures metal fur¬
niture and case goods in Jamestown, New York received a $500,000
direct working capital loan. The company was able to retain the
existing 85 jobs and anticipates the creation of 115 new jobs.
About 70 of these jobs will be filled by Blacks and other minorities
in an area where the minority population is only 2.3^ of the total.
Metro Economic Development Corporation, located in Fort Worth, re¬
ceived a $60,000 technical assistance grant to establish a local
development corporation, a community development credit union and
prepare a feasibility study for an industrial park. The project
will utilize all available resources fbr coordinating economic deve-
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lopment with maximum citizen participation. The project Is
supported by $40,000 In local funds. The areas has a 7 percent
unemployment rate and a 90 percent Black population.
The Opportmltles Industrialization Center Prop;ram, which Includes
a network of non-profit employment and training facilities through¬
out the nation, has received considerable EDA aid, both for a
special Academy for Economic Development. Working with the nation¬
al Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC) of America, Inc.,
which Is located In Philadelphia, EDA helped establish the Academy
of Economic Development, and provided a $225,000 grant to OIC of
America to train 30 executive directors and high-level executives
of community-based organizations. The training will seek to co¬
ordinate the OIC manpower training with local economic development
efforts. The Academy will begin Its first class on Monday,
February 11, with 30 students many of whom are Black. EDA*s aid
to Individual OIC's Includes assistance to the OIC of Providence
Rhode Island, Inc. (OIC/RI) In which Rhode Island received a
$4,148,000 public works grant to aid In the construction of a skill
center facility. This center will Improve the training and support
activities of OIC/RI which Is a major provider of vocational traln-
Inga and remedial education to low Income adults and youth In the
State of Rhode Island. Other money supporting this effort Is
$1,037,00 In local funds. The Center, which receives operational
funds from the local CETA agency. Is expected to place approximately
700 disadvantaged persons In jobs each year. In building the Center,
a goal was set to expend 40 percent of the contract funds with
MBE’s; at this time the Center Is 80 percent completed and It
appears that MBE’s will receive 50 percent of 80 percent completed
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and It appears that MBE’s will receive 50 percent of the contract
funds. The project area suffers and unemployment rate of 13.7
percent and as of 1970 the median family Income of the Black,
population was $5,627. EDA has also funded the QIC of Greater
Boston, Inc., which Is located In Roxbury, Massachusetts, and re¬
ceived a $700,000 public works grant to rehabilitate structures
owned by OIC/GB for the use as Industrial skills training class¬
rooms and educational facilities. The project Is supported by
$300,000 In local shares. An estimated 2,034 jobs will be created
within five year period. The project area has an unemployment
rate of 22 percent and has 82 percent Black population.
The Black Economic Union (BEU) In Kansas City, Missouri has received
substantial EDA aid to carry out various development projects.
This support Includes $475,000 In technical assistance grants to
continue It's economic development and job creation efforts, which
emphasize Industrial retention and expansion, and Include the deve¬
lopment of an Industrial park. Public facility grants of $2,010,000
have also been awarded to acquire land and maek Improvements to,
a 26-acre area to serve as an Industrial business park. This will
provide a catalyst to encourage private and public Investment In
the project area. This project Is supported by a $500,000 local
share. In addition, a public facility grant of $1,120,000 was
awarded for the renovation of the Lincoln Building, which Is a
multi-purpose commercial structure located within the project area.
It Is expected that within five years these projects will create
750 jobs In an area with a 10 percent unemployment rate and a 98
percent Black population.
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The Martin Luther King Center for Social Change^ which is located
in Atlanta, Georgia, received a $3,500,000 public works grant to
aid in the construction of an international conference center,
exhibit hall, auditorium reference library, children's screening
room, and similar facilities. The EDA investment will be more
than matched by $4.7 million in private contributions to overcome
the economic problems of this area. The Center will support an
estimated 2,700 jobs for an area with a 33 percent unemployment
rate and Black population of 91 percent. In addition to the long¬
term development benefits of this project, minority firms will re¬
ceive at least 50 percent of the construction and supply contract
funds associated with building the Center.
Oklahoma City Urban Renewal Authority, received a $640,000 public
works grant to aid the construction of an industrial relations
service center. When completed, this Center will house offices
and a large open space area for industrial orientation clinics and
pre-employment training. Other monies supporting this include
$135,000 in local funds, $20,000 provided under Section 304
(EDA block grant monies that go to States), and $5,000 from the
State. The project will create 30 permanent and 60 temporary jobs
in an area where one third of the Black families have incomes
below the poverty level.
The Fifth City Industrial Promotion Corporation, a Black organization
located in the Fifth City Neighborhood in Chicago, Illinois, re¬
ceived a $480,000 public works grant for the construction and
equipment costs associated with the establishment of an Automotive
Service Center. The center will lease space to four businesses.
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provide on-the-job training in the automotive trades and attract an
initial $120,000 in private sector Investments and equity. The
project will create 50 new jobs in an area which has an unemployment
rate of 27 percent and a Black population of 99 percent.
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CONCLUSION
In summaryj OSP seems to meet most of the criteria stated In
the ’’new definition" of "development." Communities and neighbor¬
hoods are Involved In OSP*s program; capital and Incentives are
being created within economically distressed neighborhoods. There
Is still red tape, but due to the fact that the grant money goes
directly to the CBO Instead of being allocated to the city govern¬
ment, the degree of red tape Is drastically reduced. OSP's finan¬
cial roundtable, which works directly with OSP Is a key to keeping
In touch with CBO's and minority business people so that the con¬
cerns of neighborhoods and minority businesses are heard. OSP/EDA
Is also expanding Its program to assist more women entrepreneurs.
Hopefully, minority women will play an active role, and received
considerable economic and technical assistance.
Some of the major variables I see lacking In OSP's program are:
1. Capital Investment In rural areas. Approximately 20 percent
of OSP's funding went to rural areas.
2. Policies aimed at the self-esteem of neighborhood residents,
freedom of residents, resident vulnerability, and other non¬
economic factors which can lead to dualism In an economy.
Again, I ask the question: If capital Income doubles due to
Job creation and retention, but lack of life sustenance, freedom
and self-esteem still exist, then has "true" development
taken place?
Luther B. Weems, Ph.D. and Chairman of the Department of
Psychology at Morehouse College In Atlanta, Georgia presents some
methods, models, and modalities for research In Black communities
and urban neighborhoods. These research methods should be reviewed
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by CBO’s and government funding agencies alike to devise methods
to test non-economlc variables and test whether self-esteem, life-
sustenance and freedom have Improved or worsened. Dr. Luther Weems
stated: "Traditional research In communities has been geared to¬
ward the common needs of white unity and progress. Consequently,
those research efforts were directed toward the affirmation of a
model which was primarily characterized by white supremacy, mas-
cullne/authorltarlanlsm and materialism. These features character¬
ize the primary orientations of traditional Western society and
should only logically be the expressive style of their research.
Even a perfunctory survey of research of Black people and Black
communities reveals an Incontestable confirmation of these primary
features of the traditional model of man, l.e.-"He should be white
and materially wealthy achieved by self-righteous assertiveness."
"She who Is black, poor and submissive Is by definition Inferior,
abnormal and unintelligent." So says the findings of traditional
research. This model Is systematically maintained from the con¬
cepts chosen for research to the subjects. Instruments and Inter¬
pretations of findings. Of course, the program Implications merely
serve to perpetuate the pre-ordained model.
The example of an alternative model for Black communities Is
found In the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad whose effect¬
ive model, methods and modalities should serve as an example. His
tenets of freedom, justice and equality are reasonable characteris¬
tics for any community. His expressed goal of unity echoes the
root of the word "community". The methods of self-knowledge with
the ultimate goal of self-help Is no more than the minimal require¬
ment for civilized man. Prom Mr. Muhammads tenets, we are able to
elaborate the necessity for cooperative. Interdisciplinary research
efforts, problem-solving oriented research, and service-oriented
research, and service-oriented Investigative efforts. The necessity
to use the characteristics and Institutions of the Black communities
rather than external models of communities will result In uncharted
areas of research to the meta-physlcal and non-tradltlonal areas of
Investigation.
The Interpretation and Impllmentatlons of research efforts
must not fall as Carter G. Woodson (1931) describes the higher
education of the Negro which ....
has been largely meaningless Initiation. When the Negro
finishes his course In one of our schools, he knows what
others have done, but he has not been Inspired to do much
for himself.
The programs which emerge from our research must In the phrase
of Mr. Muhammad (1965), direct toward "self-help" which completes
the cycle of our preestabllshed model of "commom-unlty."
To achieve self-help, our research efforts should first and
foremost be problem oriented. We should avoid esoteric research
which gives us a new listing of IQ scores of norms for achievement
motivation. If the communities where we are conducting the research
have a high death rate from hypertentlon, we should combine the
efforts of the physicians, social scientist and residents to under¬
stand the Interrelationship of nutrition, stress and social
organization on hypertentlon. The specific goals of research should
be a reduction of the death rate of hypertentlon. As Implied In the
same example, we must focus on Interdisciplinary approaches to
problem solution. We cannot abide by the arltlflclal academic,
class and social status distinctions which have traditionally guided
our establishment of programs. Cooperation must be the hallmark of
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our activities.
We should always be guided by humanitarian concepts In the
establishment of any type of program effort. We should never ex¬
pend dignity for expedience and fall victim to utilizing behavioral
control methods rather than the often more difficult but Important
building of values and a sense of self-control and self-dlsclpllne
which characterize human behavior as opposed to the behavior of
beast. Similarly, our efforts should be toward the Identification
and cultivation o-^ skills and techniques which are necessary to the
building of communities.
A final modality involves a bold transcendence beyond the
conventional perimeters of research. If our research efforts help
us to foster communities with freedom, justice,equality, etc., then
we should begin to recognize the spiritual continuity with the
material and the observable. In other words. It will be found
necessary for us to systematically Investigate arenas of nature
which have traditionally been relegated to the metaphysical. We
will be required to understand why black people have somehow main¬
tained a rather vigorous, consistent and systematic belief In the
metaphysical throughout their known history In North America and
In Africa. Psychic research must be Included In our Investigations,
because one potential which Is consistently present from Africa to
the Caribbean, to Louisiana is the use of non-material forces to
effect the material. We must understand how faith, prayer, and
meditation work since so much of our history has been guided by
such forces. It is critical to understand If consciousness is a
or
continuous, state/ what consequences ensue from altered states and
If the histories, environments, nutrition and chemicals to which we
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are exposed affects that consciousness to any appreciable degree.
With the independence, peace and perpetuation of the other
qualities defining for our communities, we must come increasingly
to rely upon self-collaboration. We diffuse our strength and mis¬
direct our energies by involving ourselves in fruitless and diver¬
sionary debates with those whose interest is not in our communltes,
but in the maintenance of their model. To the extent that it is
necessary to obtain external support for our research efforts, we
must have an exchange of ideas. Our goal should always be one of
ultimately finding support for our research within our communities.
To refer to the above example of hypertension research, we could
provide services at a moderate cost while still conducting our
research. If we were serving our communities, those communities
would demand that government spending be controlled by people within
those communities who were committed to the welfare of those
communities. In such instances, outsiders (black and white alike)
would not be permitted to draw lucrative salaries in return for
meaningless research in the traditional model already described.
If we are interested in doing research on black child development,
let’s set up low-cost, cooperative day care centers where we will
give free consultative assistance in return for research assistance.
There are volumes of phenomenological data to be obtained simply by
talking to our black-aged who possess Illuminating information re¬
garding the basic process of living and dying. In return, we pro¬
vide them with company and a sense of worth which adds to their
lives. The ultimate goal is to obtain unity and Independence
through mutual collaboration and self-help.
In summary, if the research in our communities is to be a
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meaningful effort to alleviate the problems which confront those
communities, then we must re-examine the research training which
we have received. If the research In our communities Is to foster
the growth and development of those communities, then we must re¬
evaluate the goals we have for those communities. "If our research
Is to be the universal tradition of the great Scientist of the
world, then we must raise our sights to greater horizons for study.
To ensure that these non-economlc factors are Incorporated
Into OSP's or any other governmental agencies program, a qualified
M.S.W. social worker Is essential (or an Individual learned In
research and the social sciences). The Individual should have a
research background and an educational background which qualifies
that the Individual has an understanding of minority people and
environmental and social conditions which have created an Insti¬
tutional-type of discrimination towards poeple based on race, sex,
age, or economic status. Through these means, the non-economlc
factors of an economic development program will be Incorporated;
bringing the organization or agency closer to "true" economic
development.
Table 1
A SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH NEEDS OF BLACK COMMUNITIES. DEMONSTRATING THE MODEL.
METHODS AND MODALITIES OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
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i;()Mi*AkiS()N oi- I'yitiyu and i yiuvu sim' iiiiiit'.i:T ai.i.iu ations
ANIl I'kOJliCT 0111.K:ATIONS, IlY OM ICli AUliA
TAIil.l:! TJ
01 lice lYlUya Utidgel l YlUyU UiniKcl 1‘urcenl hYlOVli Project PYia?*) Project Percent




AKO SS.505 $fi,S()(l • S4 §13,411 + 78
.SIIKO ? S,260 §0, O'l i • IS §S, ‘Jll $ a,624 + 4 5
MWItO § i.OiO • 74 §3.541 § 0,444 1 167
UMItO 5 2.S‘1S 5'1.7/i • au $4,741 § 5,225 14 0
WHO $ s.oyo §6,210 1 10 §4,84 1 $ U,356 1il7
SWUO $ 1 §4,640 *244 §2,801 § 4,102 + 54
NAI lONAl. !/ $ o.ouo §14, soil • 12S § 67 S § 1,056 + 56
HUAI. ;;:iu.0()0 §S0,000 < i> 7 §.'il, 0 /6 § 50,418 178
The Nati<.>iia allocations were made initially to the Ollice ol; Special I'lojects 1 osp) . Throu.jhuut tho t no fiscal yeais,these
I'liiicis wui u L<j it iiiiiiiliur of rc‘>jic>iial tiiJui.'ial ptojeut ini I i.it i vus ciiul luitlunal soiipu (Jt'uiect^i wliich were pru-
cnusuO liy lliu uiiicu ot Tcctiniccjl A:j^j:alance (OTA). ‘rliot utore, the ul)lii|ulion ut tiintlti oiitjinally allocated to llead-
<|iiai'tei':i i>UI' ia tl i :> t r ibii ted I hi'oii>|lioiit the letjiunul ullice aiiiuiints and the Nulional ohl iija t ionti i'ei>reaeiit technical
a:i:i t<in<;e |<i</iecla prtji;ebiaed L>y OTA.
IXile ITei^itul; (IcUiUr 2, l‘J7‘J
TAUI.K I 10
tyiov'j iii'i' i*noji;("!‘ t)i»iu<;A’noNt:, by liTiiriK) CKtJUi* AND <;i:(.'i;ivAi*iiic location
Percent
of ToLdI
Ketjioiidl Bldck lllsudnic Otlier Minority Non'Mi nority Total SPI*
Office No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. AiiiouiiL No. Amount 061 iiidtion
AKO 16 $ 10,057.121 4 t1.955.000 - 3 $ 590,620 23 $ 13,410.741 26*
SLUG 13 i 6,240,000 2 $2,025,000 1 $ 26.103 3 $ 325.000 19 $ 0,624,193 17'4
MUKU >(/ $ 7.7'I2.‘020 1 $ 37,500 ' 6 $ 1 ,063,450 23 $ 9,443.070 19*
KMKO y.'j* t 3,017,456 5.5’ $ 1,693,350 1 $ 50,000 3 $41.4,500 17 $ 6,225.314 10 4
UUU 12.6’ $ 6,062,470 6.5’ $ 1,356,000 2 $937,422 - -- 22 $ 0,355,092 17*




1 t 539,700 2 $ 200,000 - 7 $316,079 16 $ 1.055,779 ■ 2 *




61* 74 4 104 17* 3 * 2* 10 4 7* 100 * 100* -
I) ’IVAI Ijr4j).i;ls Ulc Ji\/i(tijil uijiially UiliAiUii lll.ick iiut tli:i|uiiic utluiic CitliiLKii'ics.
J) ‘lUu MUiiAi-O olli^uliuns VA4*C iikMlu lu tliu Ottiw-u uf lii-jujal tliu Lwj fiacal yiiuib, liiUiie timcls wcto uae»l to
aiin4jil 4« iiiuiiliia or lojioiLU aiJixvial piojcx.t iiiitiativoa aixl national aix>ixi |uoioi;la wliioh witio pKXJoiibol by llie Olticu o£ 'IVx.lukic^l Ausialaiico
((/lb). lla-'n.:loi o, i)io (JjI itjatioii ot liuiila oj'itjiikil ly alloo.itol to lloaiUjiui tiaa Cxil* is Uisii ilwitixl tliioi»|lioiit ilio lujioital oil'ioo aiiuiuits aixJ tlio
■Mitional olil i>|al ions loiJicSiait tuoluiioal assistaiko |uojuL.'ls l‘((><-:o^i>OLi by IWA.
liite bruiuitii: Cictobuf 2, lO'/i)
fYI‘J7‘J i>W» OUUGATniNU WW NllN-UlUlAN HtJiJIl.'U!,.llV l*l((X;iW1 •KXil, itfiJ lUlillMAI. TAULi; HI
lMl>l it: MUi'ks To.-luijcal 7U,t>istuiK;i: Tille IX (lAlD) lUl’ ‘lUUil
/MIK Hint Ml. AiuJiiiU. Ml. All null Ml. AitmiiL No. AilhuiL Mj. AiuilliL
AJ«) 4 ?2,027,020 2 § 1,500,000 — — — 6 $ 3,527,020
4 1 ,62‘J,U16 — — 2 01,101 2 75,000 ■ 1 200,000 0 1,005,030
rMi«) — 1 700,000 1 10,170 1 550,000 3 1,360,170
1 !j40,000 X 100,000 1 25,000 2 204,500 5 1,020,500
wi<o 4 i,!>‘)0,000 i 572,500 2 00,000 1 250,000 0 2,450,500
tMii 2 0/0,000 — — 2 105,000 — — 4 1,075,000
'»riAi. l‘j SO,722,1106 5 $ 3,012,500 0 § 121,201 6 $1 ,150,500 1 $200,000 35 $11,436,117
date IVeikUOl: OcUjIx'r 2, i'J79
FOOTNOTES
^"Introduction to Community Economic Development, "National
Council for Urban Economic Development Information Service, March
1977, No. 9, p. 1.
^Michael P. Todaro, Economic Development In the Third World:
An Introduction to problems and policies In a global perspective






Neighborhood Roundtable: Problems, Programs and Opportunities,
p. ^5.
O
°U.S. Department of Commerce/Economic Development Administration,
Special Projects Program Directive (Economic Development Administrat¬












^^U.S. Department Commerce/Economic Development Administration,




•^^Communlty Based Development In Urban Areas, paper prepared by
Stephen Mlchelson from the proceeding of the Conference on Central
City Economic Development State University of New York at Birmingham
14 October 1977, p. 10-28. ’
IQ
^Although some firms have devlsed"soclal accounts," these are
neither standardized nor widespread. Even where they are used. It
Is hard to see that the accounts are part of the firms decisions
process.
20
For an earlier exposition fo three of these catergorles of
market failure in the context of setting optional rules for
Special Impact Programs funded ventures, see Stephen Michelson,
"on Profit Maximization by SIP Ventures," CCED "Newsletter,
June-July, 1977.
21
Roland L. Warren, "The Model Cities Programs: An assessment.
The Social Welfare Forum, 1971. Reprinted in Hans B. C. Spiegel,
Editor, Citizens Participation in Urban Development, Vol. III.
Learning Resources Corporation, 197^, p.
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